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Even though gatherings at the club house have been minimal in recent months, things
are still happening. In October, fly tying and some classes will resume and a fish-out is
scheduled for November. Richard Martin and the club have received awards for the
PHW program. in the newsletter will be information about conservation projects, an
Alaska report, including the proposed Pebble Mine controversy, and a book review.
Club member Michael Koterba submitted "A Fish Story" for your reading enjoyment.
Feel free to send stories of you own - including mishaps, biographies, or requests for
fishing partners - to the editor for future newsletters.

Allan Craig
allanangler@gmail.com

President's Message

In September, despite the fires, I spent four long (13 - 14 hours each) days
floating the Trinity and Rogue Rivers for adult steelhead. Thomas
McGuane said it best in his book The Longest Silence, “I once thought that
the biggest things a Steelheader or Atlantic salmon fisherman can have -
not counting waders and a stipend - were a big arm and a room
temperature IQ.” He later modified his view but he wasn’t wrong.

I also spent a day on Fall River actively targeting the same size fish I was
avoiding on the Trinity and the Rogue. No one has ever said that fly
fishing needs to be reasonable.

This month, at our October Zoom meeting (October 14 at 6 pm right in
your home) Don Owen, STFF club member, will give a presentation on
Rapids Camp Lodge in the Bristol Bay Drainage. I have seen his
PowerPoint, I have been to Alaska, and I can’t wait to hear his
presentation. If you can, please try and log in. The meetings have been
great and it’s good to see and connect with other club members.

Also of note this month, the club Nominating Committee will be sending
out nomination requests for the Officers and Directors. Nominations close
October 20th and the ballots will be mailed - as in old fashioned with-a-
stamp-on-an-envelope mail November 2nd. Note that you are encouraged
to nominate yourself. Officers and Directors serve for one year and stand
for re-election if they choose. This is a great way to better get to know
your fellow club members and support the club. If you want to nominate



someone else, please make sure they are prepared to serve, otherwise they
won’t be on the ballot and you will wonder why.

Several of you commented on my President’s Message last month on my
uncle, Knute, who taught me (and all of my cousins) how to fish and
smoke cigars. Knute also had opinions on keeping fish; if you killed it,
you cleaned it. He had a specific way to clean and scale fish (of course he
did) and we all learned his method. A gang of cousins would be turned
loose on the fish and we could clean and scale a couple of hundred sunfish
(blue gill to non-Swedes) to perfection in minutes. We had to be fast
because the mosquitos would move in and eat us alive. And to avoid
comments, the lake was filled to the top with blue gill and our fish parties
included all 180 of my cousins, aunts and uncles. Another Minnesota
memory; my uncle Roy was the baby of the 13 kids so he was more
mellow than the older aunts and uncles. I remember swimming in the lake
(Lake Ripley, Litchfield, MN) which had a sandy bottom and coming out
with leeches stuck to my ankles and between all of my toes. We would line
up on the dock, spread our toes, and uncle Roy would go down the line
with the salt shaker sprinkling as he went and the leeches would foam
green slime all over our feet. What could be more fun?

Shasta Trinity Flyfishers Receives Prestigious Award

On Wednesday September 16th 2020 Project Healing
Waters Fly Fishing, Inc (PHWFF) presented the Shasta
Trinity Flyfishers (STFF) with their Club Excellence
Award. 
The volunteer work performed by our club members
includes over 2,300 hours annually in support of weekly
fly-fishing educational meetings. This includes fly-tying
sessions demonstrating different tying techniques as well

as completed flies. There are rod building classes giving each participant the
opportunity to build their own rod from blanks and materials provided by
PHWFF. Other learning opportunities take place with STFF members providing
instruction in things such as casting. STFF members also provide instruction, and their
own tools and facilities to help build beautiful wooden nets of all shapes and sizes.
Many of our members take our veterans on one on one fishing trips throughout the
year. Also, many of our members supported the Sundial Challenge; PHWFF Redding’s
primary fundraising challenge.
This is a well-deserved award that could not have been earned were it not for the
amazing people in our club! So, a big thank you to those of you who participated in
supporting our veterans with your time, expertise, and patience.

2020 Fish-outs Resume

We will be closing out this year's fish-outs starting on November 7th at Lewiston Lake.
Your Fish Master will be Benson Kanamoto; you don't want to miss this one,
especially since we've missed so many this year.

To ensure the safety of everyone, there will be a set of COVID-19 guidelines for
everyone to follow along with a health questionnaire that you will be required to



complete.

The questionnaire, Fish Master Roles and Responsibilities, fish-out participant
requirements, and how to sign up for future fish-outs will be the subject of a post on
Constan Contact that will be published prior to the November fish-out.

Jim Tornillo

Richard Martin receives the Phil Johnson Award

On Wednesday September 16th 2020 Project Healing
Waters Fly Fishing awarded Richard Martin the Phil
Johnson Exceptional Leadership Award. This award was
created to honor Project Healing Waters Program Leads
that followed in the footsteps of Phil Johnson, who
tireless worked to develop activities to help disabled
veterans heal.
Under Richards leadership, informational meetings, with
written outlines, fly tying, casting, fly rod building and
net building classes were conducted. These meetings
were held weekly, or in the case of casting, monthly and
the rod building and net building annually. He was the
first Program Lead to develop a safety program for using float tubes. Satisfactory
completion is required if veterans wish to use a float tube at outings.  
Richard also created the Sundial Challenge fundraiser that brings in annually, along
with a rod, reel and net raffle, enough funding to offer, 20 one day and overnight
outings for 6 to 8 veterans at each event. In addition, from 2016 to 2019, 18 PHWFF
volunteers led 206 one on one fly fishing outings under Richard’s leadership.  
Perhaps Dick Recchia said it best when he wrote: “I really have no knowledge of how
other PHWFF groups operate around the country but it is hard for me to imagine that
any group can better serve its local members than our PHWFF group does under the
leadership of Richard Martin.”

Trout Unlimited - Shasta Trinity Cascades Chapter

The Middle Creek dredging project has been postponed until 2021. Silt removal will
help returning salmonids on the upstream migration and spawning, but conditions this
year are not favorable for the excavation. The annual Sacramento River cleanup
project has been postponed again due to COVID concerns, but an alternative is being
considered. Instead of a large number of volunteers gathering along the river in the city
limits, possibly individuals and/or small groups will do cleanups on many of the
smaller streams in their neighborhoods? Another project being considered along with
DFW is fencing to protect some special meadow streams from cattle grazing.

Coleman Fish Hatchery

Coleman Hatchery tours for schools and “Return of the Salmon” in October have been



cancelled. At last report the hatchery will only be open to the public on weekends due
to concerns about transmission of the virus.

STFF General Meeting

Wednesday, October 14th at 6 pm.

Look for the ZOOM LINK in your email!

Presenter: Don Owen, STFF club member, will give a
presentation on Rapids Camp Lodge in the Bristol Bay

Drainage.

Some Thoughts From Fly Fusion TV

 The “ Five Stages of Being a Fly Fisher-person” 

Stage 1: all you want to do is just go fishing

Stage 2: all you want to do is catch a bunch of fish

Stage 3: all you want to do is catch the biggest fish

Stage 4: all you want to do is catch the smartest fish

Stage 5: after experiencing it all, now all you want to do is just go fishing!

Alaska: Trip Report 2 of 2

As I write this report, Redding is supposed to hit 110
degrees today, and have highs well over 100 all
week. Wish we were still in Alaska where Terry and I
needed coats every day! 

The first part of our trip took place from Fairbanks to the
Brooks range above the Arctic Circle where the weather
messed with our plans.  For the second half of our adventure the weather issues were
left behind, and we still did not have mosquito problems. Life is good!  

From Anchorage we flew to Lake Clark National Park and our comfortable lodging
and guided fly outs with the Farm Lodge. The seclusion of the Gates of the Arctic was
awesome, but I didn’t mind trading the sleeping bag on the ground for a real bed and
hot showers each morning. I used to go backpacking and camp in small tents.. but that
was a long time ago and now getting dressed while flat on my back in a small space is
no longer fun! It didn’t take me long to relish the luxury of a lodge! 

The lodge caters to both anglers and sightseers, so it fit Terry and my different interests
very well. She joined others on their fly-outs and I went in the direction of water and



fish. A silver lining to the pandemic worked in my favor.. the lodge had fewer
guests. Not good for their business but I was often the only fishing guest on the
flight. It gave the lodge owners an opportunity to have staff and other guides go along
for training and to see what was available, and they often got to fish too. Of course I
was given the first shot at the best spots.. and now that I am spoiled about that I expect
the same “special treatment” in all future outings, including STFF fish outs!!

In addition to excellent service and great meals, another thing about the lodge I
enjoyed was the fishing variety. I was able to target a different fish specie each day and
a different fishery. We fished small tributaries where sockeye salmon were spawning
and sight fish for large rainbows and grayling. I had trouble spotting the rainbows
since my eyes went immediately to the easy to see bright red sockeyes. I tossed leach
patterns and could watch the rainbows follow and take the fly. We never needed to use
beads or egg patterns. 

I used dry flies for grayling ( black blow fly patterns like used in NZ), and gurglers for
Northern Pike. The Lake Trout liked large Deceivers, and even though the one in the
photo is good size, the big one got away!!! That fish where a small stream entered the
large Lake Clark will haunt me for a long time. The memory of that nice rainbow in
the photo does soothe the wounds from a lost fish though- what a great fish. Hooked in
very shallow water it had no place to go but up and made numerous flips as it pulled
drag. That was my largest rainbow of the trip, but all that I caught were very good
size. 

Another fish I wanted was actually the smallest… but size and numbers are not always
the objective. I wanted to catch an Arctic Char, which is not the same fish as a Dolly
Varden. It took me a long time to get that sort of figured out and also to differentiate it
from Lake Trout. It matters for the Western Native Trout Challenge I am playing
with. Glad to report I caught some in an alpine lake in the National Park. 

While I went fishing, Terry flew in a different plane to view the mountains and
glaciers, the bears at Brooks Falls in Katmai, the caribou in the tundra, and the historic
cabins at Twin Lakes. We have both enjoyed reading about one of the cabins and the
man who built it. Highly recommended reading is “One Man’s Wilderness” by Sam
Keith from the journals of Richard Proenneke.  

When others asked about our Alaska trip, Terry described it in one word,
“Fabulous”! That summed it up pretty well, and in fact we are in the process of
planning a return trip in 2021. One more observation- much of this part of the trip was
in the vicinity of the proposed Pebble Mine. Some of the rivers and streams I fished
and the tundra wildlife we saw could be adversely impacted should the project go
forward. 

Regards,

Allan Craig



Downstream Where Fish Swim - part 2
The Pebble Mine

“Rivers and the inhabitants of the watery
element were made for wise men to
contemplate, and fools to pass by without
consideration”  Izaak Walton, “The
Compleat Angler” 1653

Ever heard the expression “ A good
product sells itself”? If after 30 years the
product still has not caught on, maybe
there are problems with the product? The
Pebble Mine in Alaska was first proposed
30 years ago, and it has been on again off again ever since. On one hand are the
“pros”- a potential boost to a state economy that has been struggling of late. On the
other hand are the “cons”- a very real potential for an environmental disaster and a
torpedo to the states economy- like killing the goose that lays a golden egg. 

As first proposed, the copper, gold and molybdenum mine would have been an open
pit mine two miles across and several thousand feet deep. It would have produced 10
billion tons of rock waste stored in two artificial lakes. The largest would have an
earthen dam 740 feet tall, and four miles long. A revised scaled-down plan is for a
mine 8,000 acres, with a 600 acre pit 2000 feet deep, and producing “only” 1.4
billion tons of material over a 20 year period. In addition to constructing roads and a
port through pristine wilderness there would be a pipe to carry a slurry of metal
concentrate the 100 miles from the mine to the port. 

The region is seismically active, as in earthquakes and volcanoes.  

One more thing: The site is the headwaters of the fish-rich Bristol Bay region of
Alaska. The Bristol Bay region produces half of the world’s sockeye salmon run of
about 40 million fish valued at over half a billion dollars annually. (High Country
News, June 28, 2018). Trout Unlimited (June 2020) stated the value at $1.5 billion and
providing 14,000 American jobs. 

That is “Annual” - as in every year! That is a sustainable industry if it is taken care of.
However, the company proposing the mine acknowledges, “at a minimum, 105 miles
of salmon streams would be destroyed by the project in phase one alone”. (Trout
Unlimited, June 2020) 



Things are not so good for much of the state of Alaska. The economy has suffered with
the decline in oil demand and price. Worse yet is the effect of a warming climate. The
arctic is warming twice as fast as the rest of the planet. The summer of 2019 was the
hottest in Alaska’s recorded history. A village in Siberia just reached 100 degrees
(June 2020). The AVERAGE June high temperature there is 68 degrees. The
temperature increase in the waters has led to toxic algae blooms and fish, bird and
mammal die offs. In the Trout in the Classroom project a water temperature of 60
degrees is an alarm, as that temperature can be lethal for salmonids. In Alaska the
temperature in the Kuskokwim River was in the 70’s, and salmon died before they
could spawn. Sockeye runs in the Copper River and on Kodiak Island were very
poor. In the fishing community of Chignik the annual harvest is worth more than $15
million annually. In 2019 the fleet earned less than $5,000. (The Nation, October
2019) 

Bristol Bay has been an exception. Even though the sea surface temperature has risen
10 degrees over the last 30 years, it remains below 60 and the sockeye runs are still
strong. 

So what are some of the concerns with the Pebble Mine project? Once started, the size
of the project will likely expand. In addition to the loss of miles of spawning stream
and the destruction of pristine wilderness due to construction, how safe is an earthen
dam in a seismic zone? Even the mine proposal only mentions potential risks for the
next 20 years, but the dam has to survive forever. Behind the dam toxic acidic waste
will be stored, reminiscent of the Iron Mountain storage dam on Spring Creek. Dams
can leak, and they can collapse such as the one in Brumadinho in Brazil that buried
hundreds of people. The 2014 Mount Polley disaster in British Columbia spilled a
torrent of toxic water into lakes and rivers. Remember the panic and evacuation below
Oroville Dam a short time ago. The storage proposed behind the Pebble Mine is 50
times greater than that in Brumadinho. 

In 2014 the EPA concluded that the project would cause unprecedented irreversible
damage to salmon habitat and significant risk to the unparalleled ecosystem. Of the
original four companies in partnership for the proposal, only one remains, Northern
Dynasty Minerals, a Canadian company. EPA scientists are still opposed and submitted
over 100 pages of comments critical of the plan. 

So why is the project once again being considered? Well, every four years the U.S. has
an election. Afterwards the pros and the cons often change places at the head of the
table. In 2014 the director of the EPA (responsible for protecting the quality of the air
we breathe and the water we drink) was Gina McCarthy whose background was in
environmental health and is now CEO of the Natural Resource Defense Council. The
current director of the Environmental Protection Agency is Andrew Wheeler, whose
background was being a lobbyist for the coal industry. The current Secretary of the
Interior is David Bernhardt so the nation’s top steward of public lands is a former
lobbyist for energy and agribusiness clients. He was being investigated for a conflict of
interest because he continued doing work for a former client, Westlands Water
District, and was rolling back wildlife protections which would benefit his former
farming industry clients.  

With the November elections approaching, some of these people may or may not be
looking for a new job. There may be incentive to getting some projects pushed through
while they are still at the head of the table. Trout Unlimited including the local Shasta-
Trinity-Cascade chapter has joined other groups in voicing their opposition to the
Pebble Mine project. Trout Unlimited along with 14 different groups have filed a
lawsuit against the EPA for withdrawing the Bristol Bay protections prohibiting



discharge of dredged and fill materials into the waters of the United Sates. 

“As a sportsman who has spent plenty of time in the
area I agree 100%. The headwaters of Bristol Bay and
the surrounding fishery are too unique and fragile to
take any chances with.” Donald Trump, Jr. Aug.4, 2020
(An update: in late August the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers issued an “unexpected
setback” to the project. There are some issues that need to be offset. The Pebble CEO
indicated the issues were actually routine and anticipated, and the project proposal was
still moving forward. They have 90 days to submit their mitigation plan- so the next
decision will be after the November election. Coincidence, or to avoid controversy
before people vote?) 

(another update: to dissociate itself with the proposed mine, the global investment firm
Morgan Stanley has unloaded all its shares in Northern Dynasty Minerals (the
Canadian company pushing the Pebble Mine project) in line with the firms
“commitment for environmentally and socially responsible investing”- NRDC) 

(Yet another update on this fast moving issue!!: September 25: Trout unlimited reports
the “Pebble Tapes Reveal Corrupt Process”. “Now that we know how nefarious the
folks behind the planned Pebble Mine really are, we need to deny the permit
altogether”. Evidently investigators, posing as foreign investors, recorded
conversations with Pebble executives. It was evident that once started they had no
intention of staying within the permit limits and were confident no one would stop
them. Mentioned as secretly supportive of the company’s plans were the two Alaska
senators and the governor who are now in denial- maybe true for the senators but the
governor has likely been in caught in a “blatant lie” about his role with the white
house. The Pebble CEO just resigned from his position in wake of the Pebble tapes.
The 12 videos are available through Trout Unlimited) )

Allan

50 States or 52 Rivers
Book Reviews

“While you are on the river, the rest of life rarely interferes. Perhaps that is the reason I
was drawn to fly-fishing”. Shelly Walchak

Two books on my shelf that sort of go hand in hand, are 52 Rivers, by Shelly Walchak,
and Fishing Fifty, by Ken Niles. Neither is a fictional novel like something
Hemingway might have written, nor are they historical documentaries like The
Feather Thief or An Entirely Synthetic Fish. Instead both books are more of a diary or
log of daily adventures as the authors pursue a unique fly fishing journey. Both
describe adventures that are entirely possible for fly fishers who might have similar
goals. 

Shelly is a wife, mother, and grandmother living in Colorado that had recently taken up
fly fishing. In 2013 she decides to take on an ambitious quest and book project, to fish
52 different rivers in a calendar year. She hooks up her jeep to a small Scamp travel



trailer and sets out across 7 Rocky Mountain states. She begins her quest in
January! She is also traveling solo much of the year! 

January in the Rockies means traveling and fishing in all kinds of weather, frequently
in snowstorms and below freezing temperatures, in search of rivers that can be fly
fished under those conditions. She does not always fish alone though. Attending
meetings or conclaves of numerous organizations, such as Trout Unlimited and the
International Fly Fishing Association, and with a gregarious personality, she had a list
of connections. She also made contacts at fly shops and was guided on many of the
rivers. As word of her book project arrived at shops before she did, her hosts were
especially helpful. 

Comparing her approach to learning fly fishing techniques and fishing new waters to
that of her husband, she wrote, “Unlike my method of learning to fish with a different
guide every week, my husband learned to fish on his own. He likes to learn by reading
and experimenting. He recalled not catching a single fish the first year. His experience
substantiates the truth that fly fishing is about so much more than catching fish”. 

Her book is also full of photographs, including a very nice panorama of each of the
rivers she fished. About photography, she said, “ Photography brings me closer to
nature at the same time it lets me share the world as I see it with others”.  

Many of the 52 rivers from Montana to New Mexico are familiar names to fly anglers,
as are the names of towns and fly shops along her route. A reader would want to follow
in her footsteps! For a slightly different plan, I even wrote out a quick itinerary of my
own 52 rivers, just in California, Oregon and Washington! What rivers would be on
your list??

The second book which is almost a companion to Shelly’s quest is Fishing Fifty, 50
Species in 50 States, in 50 weeks. Catch a fish in each of the 50 States and do it all in
less than a year? Sounds like something for the Guinness Book of World Records? In
fact the author, Ken Niles, did exactly that! 

His quest begins in Maine in September 2003, and ends in Alaska 12 months and
37,126 miles later. He traveled by plane, RV, rental car and truck. He logged 1,841
fish, and 85 different species. In addition to fish, has wife worked on her bird list. Their
story is a travel log of each state, chance encounters, personal thoughts, and a record of
where and when fish were caught and the flies used.

The appeal of such an adventure is not just in the fish caught. The people you meet
along the way, the scenery, the historical sites and other points of interest all add to the
experience. Part of the enjoyment is in the planning- internet searches, peering over
maps, contacting fisheries biologists for information and tips, calculating travel
distance and time, choosing camping spots and making reservations. 

I was given this book as a Christmas gift from my son. He knows me! Travel, new
places, different fish species.. what is over the next hill?? Or what is unseen just around
the bend in the river (Usually another bend- or all too often a parked vehicle due to an
access road I did not know about) No wonder I often end up with long treks back to my
truck!

I would like to follow the route the author planned, but not his time line. 50 states in
just 50 weeks would be a hectic pace, and “having” to catch a fish in a narrow window
of time would add more stress than pleasure. When I travel I like flexibility for
spontaneity. There could be unforeseen problems and unexpected opportunities. There
is much to see and do along the way, such as historical sites, national parks, and music



venue.. Another problem is reserving camping locations too far in advance. Finding a
vacancy when you want it is an issue, but so is deciding to be in a particular place on a
particular date. What if weather makes your choice of fishing destinations unfishable
for a few days, or the mosquitoes or black flies drive you away? If a dark cloud with
tornadoes possible is in the forecast, is there a change in plans? 

I have a similar hesitation about traveling in groups and being committed to meet at a
particular place at a particular time. Have to meet at x o’clock, but the hatch just got
started at x-5 minutes o’clock!  

The journeys described in both books are very interesting adventures and an enjoyable
read. An angler traveling to any state, especially in the Rockies, could find great
background information with fly shops to contact and waters to consider for their own
trip. With luck, you might even camp next to a Scamp travel trailer with stickers that
read “52 Rivers”. If so, be sure to say hello to Shelly.   (Allan Craig) 

“The trail is the thing, not the end of the trail. Travel too fast,
and you miss all you are traveling for.”   Louis L’Amour

"Twenty years from now you will be more disappointed by the
things you didn't do than by the ones you did. So throw off the
bowlines. Sail away from the safe harbor. Catch the trade
winds in your sails. Explore. Dream. Discover.”
Mark Twain [SAMUEL CLEMENS] HUMORIST, ESSAYIST, NOVELIST

A Fish Story
by Michael Koterba

In the late 1950’s, my older brothers Frank and Chuck and I were temporarily living
with our Grandmother (father’s side) in Renton, WA. She was by all accounts and our
experience an eclectic mix of extremes and living with her was clearly quite different
from anyone else we knew then or ever since. Her general motto for life can be best
described as “Idle hands are the Devil’s workshop”. There was no distinction or
exception in that for those who lived with her regardless of age. All three of us had to
work as well as do well in school. When you’re 9, 10, and 11 finding a job is not easy.
For us work was rising every day except Sunday at 5:00 AM, so we could bicycle to
the Boeing Aircraft plant a mile or so away from her home before 6:00 AM--come
rain, sleet, fog, or shine. Once there, we each sold the morning edition of the Renton
Chronicle Newspaper to workers arriving and leaving at the plant gates. By 7:00 AM
we were bicycling to school.
For us the Boeing work had a silver lining. For every paper we sold at the Boeing
gates we got a nickel. Grandma would take half of that day’s total earnings, divide it in
thirds, and put it in our individual savings accounts—not to be spent but saved. The
other half of the total earnings was equally divided and individually ours to spend.
Doing the math, we each got 1/6th of a cent to spend on our own per newspaper we
sold. To illustrate, a pack of Baseball Cards with Bazooka gum at that time cost a
nickel. In order for any of us to buy a pack of the cards that meant we had to sell 30
newspapers. We also got an allowance—25 cents each per week dependent upon doing
our household chores to her satisfaction. Again, half of it went to savings and the other
half we could spend. We didn’t always get it.
We ultimately did find what to spend our money on. Fly-fishing gear. Each morning



going to Boeing plant meant crossing over what is now the Logan Ave Bridge
spanning the Cedar River. In the fall it was still dark when we crossed. With the bridge
lights casting on the river below we’d see large water humps moving upstream and
passing beneath bridge. It was we quickly came to learn the fall salmon run—Chinook,
Sockeye, and Coho and back then some Kings. Now my Grandmother never fished, but
both my dad, and, in particular, my mom, loved fly fishing. They had taught us all early
on, but mainly for bass, crappie, bluegill, and pike. However, Grandma wasn’t too
keen on letting us go fishing along the Cedar River. She was too old to come with us.
The river ran deep and cold. But through shear persistent and collective persuasion, and
given she loved to eat Salmon, we convinced her to let us try. She agreed as long as it
was just below the above bridge. 
The problem was that the bridge wasn’t where the best salmon fishing was. The latter
was a way upstream of the bridge along an abandon stream gravel quarry. Deep
dredged pools of absolutely clear cool to cold water separated by short whitewater
runs, with large piles of loose gravel along the shoreline that sloped straight into the
water. The salmon would school about 20-30 feet from shore in each of the pools just
at the tail ends of the white water runs. 
The only way for us to get there was our bicycles. (Our grandmother never learned
how to drive a car). That meant traveling most of the way along narrow graveled
shoulders on what was back then an always busy two-lane county highway most of the
way. Even if she could have drove us there, the steep gravel shoreline wasn’t any safer,
as the loose gravel would occasionally slide right into the water, particularly if one
wasn’t careful when traversing the gravel piles. While she agreed to let us go fishing,
she would never let us go where the fish really were. We lied and made runs up to the
quarry.
In part, she was right. I was terrified bicycling along that highway up and back to the
quarry. I was almost as tall as my brothers but really thin, and didn’t have much mass.
Every time a logging truck (frequent) or other big rig (aircraft or shipyard parts and
supplies) passed me it almost blew me off the shoulder. Autos passing us from behind
would lay on the horn scaring the h… out of me. I also was terrified of falling into the
river at the quarry. My brothers knew how to swim, but I didn’t. Nevertheless, as the
youngest brother of more physically capable older brothers I always wanted to do what
they were doing, even if the odds favored failure. I hated being left behind. My
persistence led to their introducing me as “Mickey Me Too” and it was not always
delivered in a friendly manner.
Well go we all three did, probably fishing that quarry a dozen times on either a
Saturday, or if possible, because of less traffic, on a Sunday, all through that fall. It was
great. Being so close to its outfall, Puget Sound, the Cedar River salmon had a short
run to the quarry, and were always bright and full of fight whether big or small. Our
gear was light as the only fly rods we had, and couldn’t afford to replace, were 5wt and
6wt bamboo, but extremely well made. We used sinking lines, 10-12 lb. leaders, and
flashy streamers or bright yarn patterns. That the fish were really aggressive helped.
Stand along the shore near the lower portion of a whitewater run, we could flick the
streamer about 20-30 feet out, mend like crazy to let it drift through the whitewater
tailwater into an upper pool where the fish were holding. The water was so clear, one
often could see a salmon turn and take before one could feel the tug. That was the easy
part. Then the fight was on. It seldom lasted less than a half hour as we had such light
rods. Whether that salmon was five pounds or fifteen pounds it meant scrambling
along the sliding gravel shoreline as the fish made runs that could strip and shred, or
strip out all the line. Sometimes the battle was briefly aerial, with runs, adding to the
excitement. And there was always the danger of sliding off the gravel into the river
while trying to keep the fish on. For us a “fish on” was heaven on earth. Two per day
was about all each of us could handle given we could only fish for a few hours on any
given day. We’d collectively hook up three to four fish per day, releasing all but one.



The keeper was always the last fish of the day if caught in the last hour we could fish.
We were on the clock because of the commute there and back. Getting it home was the
challenge. Had to wrap it in newspaper or a canvas cloth, clamp it on the back either of
one my brother’s bikes, and hope it didn’t come off riding the gravel shoulder back
home, which it often did. Since I didn’t carry, my job was to always ride last to be sure
the fish came home. But that fresh fish made Grandma happy so she continued to let us
go.
Among the smaller salmon species lurked some mighty big King Salmon. Although we
hooked up with a couple soon into our quarry forays, our tackle was no match for their
strength and size. They’d simply make long runs downriver through multiple pools and
there was no way to hold them up or run fast enough to keep up. They’d strip the line
so fast it would heat up and literally soften and shred the fly line as it passed through
the fly rod eyes. We could only plunge the rod in the water to prevent the above or a
backlash, while taking the weight off the rod. They’d simply run out the line and snap
the leader. Of our initial four bamboo rods, we broke two on these big fish before we
realized we had little chance of landing one. Still we talked and dreamt of it.
That is until one day when we just got a bit of luck on our side. I was fishing the lower-
most pool. There probably were a couple dozen fish holding just below the whitewater
tailwater, and some were really big. I laid out a large streamer and watched it drift
downstream right into the center of the school. A brief sunlight bronze and silver flash
signaled a big fish turning on my streamer. I didn’t even have to set the hook.
However, despite a taught line, it did not feel like I had “fish on”. There was no
movement, no response. I thought “snag” given water-logged tree trunks and limbs
often sat below the schools. That was always depressing. 
Then she started to move, very slowly at first, circling out, then downstream, and then
back upstream. Just before she re-reached the school, she literally took off rocketing
right through and scattering the school, then up through the whitewater, and up into the
next pool. I froze, clamping the line to the rod, and as a result my line was moving so
fast it was singing as it sliced through the water. That was awesome, but I released the
line in time to avoid her breaking the rod. In that pool and for the next half hour or
more she put on the most fantastic aerial show I have ever seen. She was simply
airborne almost the entire time, tail walking across that pool up to the upstream end
and then tail walking back to the pool to downstream stream end. I was frantically
stripping out or stripping line to avoid giving her too much slack or to little slack, or
worse letting her land on top of the line. She then stopped, rested for a few minutes,
and then shot up into the next pool, with me running, slipping, and falling on the
gravel hoping I wouldn’t fall in, while trying to prevent her taking all the line out. We
spent another half hour in this pool and by then I was exhausted. My arms and hands
hurt. I had cuts from the line in my fingers, and had fallen and scraped up my legs. My
brother Frank said he’d take over if I wanted him to. I let him have her. He spent about
another probably forty-five minutes doing the same things I had to do. After about two
and half hours she finally tired and we managed to bring her in. Having no net large
enough we simply tried to grab her tail, failing several times, before we finally got her
ashore.
At first, Frank and I just jumped and shouted we were so excited. Then came the
realization that we didn’t have any way to bring her home. No way was this fish going
to fit on the back of a bicycle. Meanwhile my oldest brother Chuck, who had spent the
day trout fishing downstream of the quarry, heard all the screaming and came up river.
We decided he’d bicycle back to Grandma’s house, and call a friend whose mom or
dad had a pickup and might come to get us. When he got to there, our mom had
showed up with the station wagon. He quietly explained to her out of earshot of
Grandma what was up. She came out, saw the fish, and got as excited as we were. We
brought it into town and for a day or two we were celebrities. The fish was put on
display that day on ice in the bay window of a local sporting good’s store. The



following day we got a short write up in the Renton Chronicle. Needless to say,
Grandma was happy with the fish; it provided 15 pints of canned salmon and a salmon
steak dinner. That it was a she was evident with pints of eggs. However, after talking
with mom and reading the article, that ended our quarry fishing. The Chronicle article
was our headline call out at the Boeing plant when we sold the paper that day. From
that day forward a lot of workers greeted us by name, and always bought a paper. Just
a fish story? (See photo). The King tipped the scales at 48 lbs 12 oz. Frank is actually
keeping the fish up. My brother Chuck proudly displays the trout he caught
downstream that day.

Trout Unlimited Streamside Chat
Pebble Mine
September 28

I sat in with 30+ other people to the TU chat this morning regarding Pebble Mine
which I think we all thought was a done deal and it wasn’t going to happen after 15
years of contention and challenges.

Under Alaska’s Republican Governor and with President Tump’s approval, the Pebble
Mine Limited Partnership with their parent company Northern Dynasty Minerals re-
applied for a permit to begin operations. So we are back in it again. Several speakers
presented including Chris Wood CEO of TU, Nelli Williams Director of TU Alaska,
Tucker Kimball PR Advocacy & Philanthropy at Orvis, and Nancy Morris Lyon owner
and operator of Bear Trail Lodge, King Salmon, AK.

Online sources:
Make Your Voice Heard, Save Bristol Bay - Orvis YouTube
SaveBristolBay.org
Simms Red and Gold Documentary - IMDb (2008)
standup.tu/org “Save Bristol Bay"

Reference was made to the $18 billion spent so far to clean up the Columbia Basin and
the TU recommended solution for Bristol Bay is to leave it alone.

Pebble Mine re-submitted permit applications which are to be decided this fall. The
mine will operate taking out gold and copper from their site and including a new road
to Cook Inlet for a new deep water port, pits, roads, mine waste storage (in perpetuity),
power plant the operation will cover thousands of acres of untouched wilderness. The
waste storage is planned to be behind an earthen damn in a seismically active area.
Also in contention are several hundred smaller mine operations waiting for the Pebble
Mine approval to file their permits.

TU and Orvis have been in Washington DC lobbying to present the science behind not
approving the permits. In July the “Final Environmental Impact” study was
issued. Based on the study, the request for permits were sent back to the Mining
company for mitigation impact relief in the event of an event. The two Republican
senators from Alaska are on record as not being in favor of approving the permits.

Breaking news; last week two executives from Pebble Mine and the parent company
made tapes soliciting support and investments to be distributed privately which were
damaging to their cause. In the tapes, they disclosed that while the permit was
requested for 20 years, the planned operation was actually for 180 - 200 years. And
they did major bragging about how tight they were with the current administrations

http://savebristolbay.org/


both in Alaska and DC. What Pebble Mine proposes is not what they intend to do. The
tapes back fired when they became public and several government officials have
stepped forward and denied involvement in the permit process. The head of the Pebble
partnership resigned.

Nancy Morris Lyon has been working for 20 years to bring ecologically safe and
sustainable industry and jobs to the Bristol Bay area to support the local population and
subsistence life style present in the area. She has hosted the Trump family at her Lodge
and Donald Trump Jr has tweeted that he thought the mine location was in the wrong
location and shouldn’t move forward.

Stay tuned.

Mary Nishioka

October 2020 Northern California Council
Fly Fishers International Report

Mark Rockwell, President, NCCFFI

This report is provided to all our clubs and club members so you will know what we
are doing, and why club-Council communications ARE SO IMPORTANT.

In the past month we have been deeply involved in the on-going Klamath River
negotiations for dam removal. This has hit a snag when the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission (FERC) allowed license transfer, but kept PacifiCorp on the license. The
states of California, Oregon and the Advisory Board of our decommissioning
corporation, along with Tribes, fishing groups and lawyers are working to find
solutions to allow PacifiCorp to move forward with decommissioning without
increased liability or cost. We have until December to get it done.

We’RE also deeply engaged in Bay-Delta water issues, mostly around what are called
voluntary agreements on how water flows in the Bay-Delta will be increased to meet
State Water Board minimums. We have spent the last 18 months working with water
agencies to ensure flows will get better, but success has not been achieved. As of today
we are hearing the State Water Board is working to once again begin the regulatory
process to establish flows for the Sacramento River system and Bay-Delta
outflows. Back in December of 2018 the Board finalized minimum flows in the San
Joaquin River system at 40% of unimpeded flows, with anticipated higher flows in the
Sacramento system. We’ll work to achieve it.

The state of California has filed a federal court suit to intervene in how power dam
relicensing is done under the FERC process. At issue is meeting EPA water quality
standards and California Environmental Quality Act standards below power
dams. FERC changed its long standing policy and now allows only one year from
filing to evaluate water quality issues, and if more than a year is needed FERC simply
waives the requirement. What this means is that dam operators will no longer need to
meet water quality standards, meaning pollutions maximums are removed. This is
unacceptable for both the state and fishery groups, and partners are likely to join this
lawsuit in the future. We have to win this!

The Northern CA Council, FFI is actively seeking a member of each of our FF Clubs to
serve on our Board of Directors. We feel the enhanced communication, and innovative
ideas, input, and suggestions from clubs would be of mutual benefit, and improve
outcomes for fly fishers in California.



The NCC serves as an ‘umbrella’ organization for all our clubs from conservation
issues, to representation of fly fishers on regulation changes & watershed protections
by DFW. We also represent clubs on legislative issues in Sacramento.   
Also, the NCC Board makes decisions that affect you and your club. We bring fly
fishers together by coordinate efforts for public events like the FF Show, ISE Show,
and develop strategies to advocate for and act to improve our fisheries and
watersheds. In order to do this effectively we must have representation from all our
clubs. We are your connection on issues you care about.
Your commitment would be to attend monthly Zoom meetings, attend quarterly
gatherings in Sacramento, and assist in events and actions that benefit fly fishing as
well as your club.
We ask each club to place a club representative on our Board. Please contact Mark
Rockwell, mrockwell1945@gmail.com , 530-559-5759 to answer questions or simply
join us.

mailto:mrockwell1945@gmail.com

